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Editorials

Screening for Cervical Cancer in India
Cervical cancer is a major public health problem in India. The annual incidence is
approximately 100000 and the mortality close to 50 OOO.Thisis because over 70%
of patients present late and established screening programmes are absent. India
shares 24% of the global burden of the disease [age standardized incidence rate
(ASIR): 27], while the developing world together shares 77.5% of the burden (ASIR:
18).

Screening for, and treating cervical dysplasia prevents the development of
cervical neoplasia. Simple, cost-effective and workable interventions such as visual
inspection with acetic acid (VIA), colposcopy, cryocautery, laser vaporization, loop
electrosurgical excision (LEEP), and conization can be integrated with various
existing family planning/women's services at the primary health care level. The
advent of organized Pap smear testing in Scandinavian countries contributed to a
striking decline in cervical cancer deaths and thus proved the efficacy of screening
for cervical cancer. This has been the basis for adopting screening by the Pap smear
test, even though it has never been evaluated in a randomized trial. Currently, in most
developed countries, routine screening for cervical cancer with conventional cytology
(Pap smear) is recommended for all women who are or have been sexually active. The
frequency of such tests is usually once every 3 years.

Given the above picture, can developing countries also adopt this practice? We
need to address two issues. First, the feasibility (particularly the logistics) of
performing the screening tests. Second, the quality of the smears and reporting. As
regards the former, cytology services in India cover only a limited section of urban
women, though the burden of disease in rural parts of the country is huge. The Indian
Council of Medical Research (ICMR) in 1986 estimated that if the existing facilities
for Pap smear testing were multiplied even 12-fold, they would only cover 25 % of the
women at risk by the year 2000. Even this has not been accomplished! Though the
actual smear collection is simple, processing and smear interpretation require a
thorough and systematic schedule, which if dubious, defeats the very purpose of a
public health programme. Trained cytotechnicians and cytopathologists are scarce,
consumables and supplies in short supply and the volume of cases is colossal.
Variations in expertise and procedures of different laboratories are common and these
result in poor interpretation of cervical cytology specimens. Good quality, low
intensity cytology, that is screening of women over 35 years of age once in 10 years,
needs to be evaluated for its efficacy. For India, cytology-based services are neither
realistic nor practical. Above all, resource constraints prevent the implementation of
these services in such a large population.

There is, therefore, a need to investigate alternative strategies which are more
practical and appropriate for India. Cervicography, a photograph of the cervix that
is examined for abnormal lesions after the application of dilute acetic acid, may be
an alternative. A number of workers 1-4 while evaluating this procedure, observed that
the sensitivity of the test is comparable to the Pap smear (about 60%), although the
specificity is much lower (about 50%). The procedure requires a hand-held camera,
is expensive and the results are not available immediately as the film has to be
processed.
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Colposcopy is a procedure enabling direct examination of the cervix and vagina
under sophisticated magnification after a lavage with 4%-5% acetic acid. Suspicious
lesions are biopsied in the same sitting. Unfortunately, colposcopy when used as a
screening test in asymptomatic women, has a poor sensitivity (34%-43%) and
specificity (68%). Given the cost, logistics, inconvenience of colposcopy and the
expertise required, as a screening tool for developing countries it remains out of reach
at present.

Testing for human papillomavirus (HPV) infection is another proposed screening
strategy. HPV types 16 and 18 have been shown to have a strong epidemiological
association with cervical cancer. How HPV infection progresses to cancer is still not
clearly understood. A study" on the prognostic factors in cervical HPV infections
found that in women infected with HPV types 16 or 18,67% of the lesions remained
unchanged or regressed after a mean of 5 years, 29% progressed to a more advanced
stage of dysplasia, and 3% recurred. HPV testing involves the collection of cervical
cells and running manual polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests. Both economics
and lack of expertise limit the utility of this test in developing countries. A recent
introduction is the testing for HPV DNA by the Hybrid Capture (signal amplification)
method. This removes the manual errors of PCR and can take larger volumes while
reducing the time factor considerably. The cost, however, is prohibitive.

Naked eye visual inspection (VI) of the cervix by paramedical workers was a
methodology evaluated as a downstaging technique by the World Health Organization
in 1988-91.6 Experience at the Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai in 1999 revealed that
unaided VI by trained gynaecologists to detect both pre-invasive and invasive cancers
had a low sensitivity (40%) and specificity (60%). Other studies from India by Nene
et al.' and Sankaranarayanan et at.S-IO involving primary health care workers also
showed nearly similar results. Although the cost and logistics are manageable, it is not
a very promising low-technology measure for cervical cancer screening in developing
countries. As an improvement on VI, VIA (also known as cervicoscopy) is a procedure
undertaken by paramedical workers, wherein the cervix is washed with 2%-5% acetic
acid and the appearance of aceto-white areas noted by naked eye inspection. Aceto-
white areas nearer the endocervix are referred for colposcopy. Sankaranarayanan et
al.S-IO observed that there was little difference in sensitivity (ratio 1.05) and specificity
(91%-92 %) between VIA and the Pap smear in the detection of moderate or worse
lesions. In a later study by the same authors, VIA was found to be more sensitive in
detecting moderate dysplasia or worse lesions (ratio 1.54). However, the specificity was
lower as compared to the Pap smear test (68%-90%). The lower specificity, increasing
the need for referrals, is a deterrent to the already overburdened health services. VIA
has the advantage of giving immediate results, thereby permitting prompt follow up
with colposcopy and appropriate treatment at one sitting. This is an important factor
in developing countries which have poor awareness levels, lack of health-seeking
behaviour and patients often fail to attend clinics for further follow up and therapy. The
cost and logistics are also within the reach of most developing countries.

To enhance VIA, aided visual inspection (AVI) with magnification (VIAM) has
been attempted, wherein the cervix after washing with 2%-4% acetic acid, is examined
under 2-6x magnification, using a magnascope, gynoscope or a hand-held aviscope.
A study from Indonesia, with 2.5x magnification (gynoscope) for detecting cytologically
proven cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) 1 and worse lesions, showed a
sensitivity of96% and specificity of96.4%.11 Another study by Wertlake et al., 12using
4-6x magnification in which the illumination was provided by a chemiluminescent
capsule (speculoscope), demonstrated a higher sensitivity than the Pap smear for
even low-grade lesions. The economics and logistics are also in its favour. The use
of Schiller's test, which incidentally was used much before the advent of Pap smear
testing, as an adjunct to VIA is also under evaluation. It consists of application of an
aqueous solution of Lugol's iodine on the cervix to differentiate mature normal
epithelium from immature abnormal epithelium.

Given the technical and fiscal constraints, it is obvious that strategies such as
cervical cytology, cervicography, colposcopy, HPV testing and speculoscopy are
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neither practical nor feasible screening methodologies in India. The VI methodologies,
particularly with magnification as a primary screening option, appear to be the most
promising approach for India. The 'see and treat' approach (VIA), offers a potential
solution to the 'loss-to-follow-up' that occurs when waiting for reports generated in
cytology-based services. Randomized controlled trials to demonstrate the efficacy, as
well as reduction in incidence and mortality under actual field conditions will be
required before this test can be universally recommended for all developing countries.
To this effect, several studies are underway: A two-arm randomized controlled trial
(VIA v. health education), involving 120000 women in an urban slum population
of Mumbai; a four-arm randomized controlled trial (VIAM v. Pap v. HPV -DNA by
Hybrid Capture-II and health education), involving 160000 women in a rural district
(Osmanabad) of Maharashtra.

It would be inappropriate to not mention the need to improve the social and
educational status of women in India. Health education had an impact on cervical
cancer survival rates in Sweden much before the introduction of organized cytology
programmes. The role of health education was further observed in Barshi (rural
Maharashtra, India) where awareness created by a community-based cancer registry
data collection process resulted in a gradual improvement in the stage of reporting
of cervical cancer (from 38 % in stages I and II in 1988 to 51 % in 1992) and an
improvement in 3-year survival (from 27% to 44%). Randomized controlled studies
with a sufficient number of subjects are required before we can truly demonstrate the
benefits of anyone method over the others. Hopefully, the above two studies will
throw more light on determining an appropriate methodology for cervical cancer
screening for India.
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